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MOTIVATION

Intro

 The quality of simulation results depends on the accuracy of 

used models

 i.e., how precisely models reflect the behavior of the real-world system

 This paper focuses on our experience with the testing of 

developed computer networking models and their comparison 

with referential implementations
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PROTOCOL DEFINITION

 The (computer networking) protocol

 syntax and semantics of messages

 rules for sharing the state

 Any protocol can be formally described using:

1) Deterministic finite-state machines (FSM)

2) Temporal logic

 FSMs are more popular

 easier to understand

 built-in support to create FSMs in certain tools

SotA
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TCP  FSMS→ BGP

SotA

http://tcpipguide.com/free/t_TCPOperationalOverviewandtheTCPFiniteStat

eMachineF-2.htm

http://tcpipguide.com/free/t_TCPOperationalOverviewandtheTCPFiniteStateMachineF-2.htm
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PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION

 Standard covers the main part of protocol behavior

 Implementation of standard may add case-specific functionality

 Protocol design

 non-flexible with hard-coded stuff (like OSPFv2 vs. OSPFv3, 

RIPv2 vs. RIPng)

 extensible using type-length-value records (like IS-IS, EIGRP, BGP, 

Babel, TCP)

SotA

http://www.tcpipguide.com/free/t_IPv6

DatagramExtensionHeaders-2.htm

http://www.tcpipguide.com/free/t_IPv6DatagramExtensionHeaders-2.htm
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REFERENTIAL IMPLEMENTATIONS

 A short non-exclusive list of referential implementations we 

have seen being used with respect to INET contributions:

 Cisco Packet Tracer

 simulator supporting teaching activities within Cisco NetAcad

 limited functionality, non-conformant messages and behavior

 Physical device

 vendor specific functionality

 expensive for results reproduction (potentially large set of exactly same

hardware devices running exactly the same software)

 GNS3/EVE-ng

 emulator / virtualization of active network devices

 capable to run even selected proprietary systems (e.g., Cisco IOS)

SotA
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CISCO PACKET TRACER (1)

SotA
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CISCO PACKET TRACER (2)

SotA
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GNS3 / EVE-NG

SotA

 Dynamips / QEM
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CHALLENGES: LEVEL OF ACCURACY

QC

 A complete conversion of 

all protocol rules may 

lead to extremely 

complicated FSM (with

many states/transitions 

and complex message 

variants)

 even more tricky with 

protocols that offload 

signalization or data 

transfer onto other 

protocols

 What should we omit? 

(and make protocol less

accurate)
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Flow-diagram-

representing-the-whole-diagnosis-process_fig3_221418915

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Flow-diagram-representing-the-whole-diagnosis-process_fig3_221418915
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CHALLENGES: APPLICATION OF CRYPTOGRAPHY

QC

 Guarantees confidentiality, integrity and authentication

 Pros

1) the conformance of the message generated by the simulator

with the referential simulation; thus 

2) it is the only way how to support hardware in the loop (HIL) simulation

 Cons

1) it is a known fact before running the simulation whether 

confidentiality/integrity/authenticity is guaranteed or not between 

involved parties;

2) the boilerplate of the simulation model source code tends to increase 

dramatically by adding external libraries handling cryptography (such 

as OpenSSL); which leads to 

3) application of cryptography poses an overhead on resources (mainly 

CPU time and memory) when running the simulation (we need to wait 

longer for results or we could be even unable to simulate complex

topologies)

 Shall we include of exclude cryptography?
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CHALLENGES: TIMING

QC

 Referential implementation of the protocol runs in real-time, 

while the simulation is governed by a discrete event scheduler 

 Due to the lack of global clocks, it is hard to measure durations, trigger 

actions, and control events between devices in real-time

 It is mandatory to employ time synchronization protocols

 NTP (RFC 5905)

 PTP (IEEE 1588-2019)

 Scheduling of events

 ScenarioManager for OMNeT++

 Embedded Event Manager and TCL for Cisco IOS

 Expect, Ansible and other remote management scription tools

 What toolbox are we going to use to guarantee timing?
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CHALLENGES: CONTROL PLANE RANDOMNESS

QC

 The control plane of the actual device runs and dynamically 

switches between processes based on resource schedulers

 This context switching introduces a degree of randomness, which 

impacts the reproducibility and baselines’ readability

 Following symptoms relate to this challenge:

 Stochastic delays are observed in the functionality of referential 

implementation when the control plane is preoccupied with another 

process

 Consecutive protocol messages have non-standard gaps between each 

other due to the packet pacing. This jitter between messages is 

purposely introduced by the control plane either to avoid potential racing 

conditions between protocol instances or to guarantee stable bandwidth 

consumption

 Any comparison with baseline produced by a real control plane 

should consider this randomness…
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GOAL

QC

 This paper aims to define a structured V&V process that any 

programmer may use as a cookbook for quality control of 

simulation models

 Various challenges which may be encountered during the 

development and testing phases

 Each step of methodology based on all previously mentioned 

observations in this article
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METHODOLOGY (1)
 The proposed methodology consists of six consecutive phases 

depicted in the following diagram and described below:

1) Choosing Referential Implementation

 either physical devices from a trusted vendor or a network emulator 

with a corresponding firmware image

2) Building of Testing Topology

 conduct V&V on the smallest possible topology, which would offer a 

good testing ground to assess normal behavior and treatment of edge 

cases

 It is important to keep parameters (e.g., interface speeds, IP

subnetting) constant across real and simulated topology to maintain 

integrity
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METHODOLOGY (2)
3) Baseline Production

 following three types of baselines

 Syslog messages

 outputs of show/debug commands and monitoring dashboards

 PCAP files with computer traffic dumps

 all above type of baselines should be equipped with (up to 

nanosecond level) timestamps

4) Comparison

 two levels of comparison

 protocol level (where we are focusing on the generated messages and 

their integrity – both syntactical and semantical)

 abstract data structure level (which focuses on states of abstract data

structures used by the protocol, such as the routing table, interface table, 

CAM table, topology table for EIGRP, link-state database for OSPF, etc.)

 conduct testing repeatedly on different scenarios with various configs
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METHODOLOGY (3)
5) Revisiting the Implementation

 the simulation model can be modified, updated, or even completely 

redesigned depending on findings from the previous steps 3) and 4)

 this process is repeated until the quality of the simulation model is 

sufficient (hopefully, the quality would even exceed original

expectations)

6) V&V Reproduction Package

 any contributed simulation model should be accompanied by materials 

(e.g., referential implementation version, baselines including 

PCAP/Syslog dumps, simulation trace files) that allow reproduction of 

resulting behavior as proclaimed by the author

 additional testing and V&V done by the community have a chance to 

find new errors or unhandled cases that may further improve the 

quality of resulting simulation models
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DEMONSTRATION: PHASE AND

 INET 4.3 running in OMNeT++ 6.0 pre10

 Cisco IOS 15.7(3)M2

 Scenario I: Initial route discovery

 Scenario II: Topology change propagation

Demo
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DEMO: PHASE (BASELINE PRODUCTION)
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DEMO: PHASE (PROTOCOL COMPARISON)
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DEMO: PHASE (TRAFFIC COMPARISON)
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DEMO: PHASE (ADT COMPARISON)
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FINAL REMARKS

There is a very thin line between making the 

objective comparison of ground truth baseline and 

simulated behavior, and subjectively choosing 

matching simulation results onto the 

corresponding baseline☺

We hope this paper will stimulate discussion within the 

OMNeT++ community (and hopefully beyond it), which 

would help find a common agreement on the 

verification and validation process for any

contributions!

Outro
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CONTRIBUTIONS

We are preparing pull request towards

INET with our BGP improvements

https://github.com/ANSA/results-

reproduction/tree/master/bgp-multi-

address-family
Outro

https://github.com/ANSA/results-reproduction/tree/master/bgp-multi-address-family
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DEMO: PHASE (REPRODUCTION PACKAGE)
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